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Armed Peace

1919

fighting for peace in somalia provides the first comprehensive analysis of the african union mission in somalia amisom
an operation deployed in 2007 to stabilize the country and defend its fledgling government from one of the world s
deadliest militant organizations harakat al shabaab the book s two parts provide a history of the mission from its genesis
in an earlier failed regional initiative in 2005 up to mid 2017 as well as an analysis of the mission s six most challenges
namely logistics security sector reform civilian protection strategic communications stabilization and developing a
successful exit strategy these issues are all central to the broader debates about how to design effective peace operations
in africa and beyond amisom was remarkable in several respects it would become the african union s au largest peace
operation by a considerable margin deploying over 22 000 soldiers it became the longest running mission under au
command and control outlasting the nearest contender by over seven years it also became the au s most expensive
operation at its peak costing approximately us 1 billion per year and sadly amisom became the au s deadliest mission
although often referred to as a peacekeeping operation amisom s troops were given a range of daunting tasks that
went well beyond the realm of peacekeeping including vip protection war fighting counterinsurgency stabilization
and state building as well as supporting electoral processes and facilitating humanitarian assistance tana forum annual
book launch 2019 winner
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The Meaning of "armed Peace"

1914

this book provides a comprehensive analysis of peacekeeping in africa recent events in the democratic republic of
congo drc and mali remind us that violence remains endemic and continues to hamper the institutional social and
economic development of the african continent over the years an increasing number of actors have become involved
in the effort to bring peace to africa the united nations un has been joined by regional organisations most prominently
the african union au and the european union eu and by sub regional organizations like the economic community of
west african states ecowas meanwhile traditional and emerging powers have regained an interest in africa and as a
consequence in peacekeeping this book provides a comprehensive analysis of the trends and challenges of
international peacekeeping in africa with a focus on the recent expansion of actors and missions drawing upon
contributions from a range of key thinkers in the field peacekeeping in africa concentrates on the most significant and
emerging actors the various types of missions and the main operational theatres thus assessing the evolution of the
african security architecture and how it impacts on peace operations this book will be of much interest to students of
peacekeeping and peace operations african politics war and conflict studies security studies and ir

Justice of the Peace and County, Borough, Poor Law Union and Parish Law
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Records

1864

since independence the west african sub region has been an arena for a number of large scale conflicts and civil wars
as well as simmering and low intensity uprisings contrary to perceptions west africa in its post independence history
has experienced fewer conflict events and fatalities from conflict than the other sub regions on the continent the turn
of the millennium has witnessed the recession of large scale and conventional conflict and it has ushered in new and
emerging threats the specters of religious extremism maritime piracy and narcotics trafficking threaten to undermine
some of the progress achieved in recent years the challenge of stability and security in west africa critically examines
the key drivers of conflict and violence and the way in which they impact the countries of the sub region in addition
to emerging threats these drivers include the challenges of youth inclusion migration sub regional imbalances and
extractives as well as challenges related to the fragility of political institutions and managing the competition for
power reform of the security sector and weakness of institutions related to land management the book explores how
the sub region under the auspices of the regional organization ecowas has become a pioneer on the continent in terms
of addressing regional challenges the challenge of stability and security in west africa also identifies key lessons in the
dynamics of resilience in the face of political violence and civil war drawn from cÃ te d ivoire liberia and sierra leone
that can be useful for countries around the world in similar situations it incorporates knowledge and findings from
leading experts and provides insights from academics and development practitioners finally the book identifies possible
policy and programmatic responses and directions for policy dialogue at the national and international levels
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Justice of the Peace

1864

1 new york times bestseller more than one million copies sold a today show read with jenna book club pick a new
york times notable book and chosen by oprah daily time npr the washington post bill gates and barack obama as a best
book of the year wise and wildly entertaining permeated with light wit youth the new york times book review a
classic that we will read for years to come jenna bush hager read with jenna book club fantastic set in 1954 towles uses
the story of two brothers to show that our personal journeys are never as linear or predictable as we might hope bill
gates a real joyride elegantly constructed and compulsively readable npr the bestselling author of a gentleman in
moscow and rules of civility and master of absorbing sophisticated fiction returns with a stylish and propulsive novel
set in 1950s america in june 1954 eighteen year old emmett watson is driven home to nebraska by the warden of the
juvenile work farm where he has just served fifteen months for involuntary manslaughter his mother long gone his
father recently deceased and the family farm foreclosed upon by the bank emmett s intention is to pick up his eight
year old brother billy and head to california where they can start their lives anew but when the warden drives away
emmett discovers that two friends from the work farm have hidden themselves in the trunk of the warden s car
together they have hatched an altogether different plan for emmett s future one that will take them all on a fateful
journey in the opposite direction to the city of new york spanning just ten days and told from multiple points of view
towles s third novel will satisfy fans of his multi layered literary styling while providing them an array of new and
richly imagined settings characters and themes once again i was wowed by towles s writing especially because the
lincoln highway is so different from a gentleman in moscow in terms of setting plot and themes towles is not a one
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trick pony like all the best storytellers he has range he takes inspiration from famous hero s journeys including the
iliad the odyssey hamlet huckleberry finn and of mice and men he seems to be saying that our personal journeys are
never as linear or predictable as an interstate highway but he suggests when something or someone tries to steer us
off course it is possible to take the wheel bill gates

Justice of the Peace and Local Government Review

1864

security sector reform ssr and mine action share a strong common conceptual basis which draws from a shared
understanding of security they both reflect a conceptualization of security that is not limited to the level of the state
but takes into account security threats and needs at societal and individual levels this common basis provides
opportunities for synergies between ssr and mine action however empirical evidence demonstrates that the strong
conceptual basis is not fully reflected in concrete activities and the linkages remain limited and underexplored despite
this gap there are positive examples showing the potential for synergies between ssr and mine action ultimately this
paper maintains that the concept of human security provides a comprehensive framework which can bridge the
differences and open broader opportunities for cooperation which in turn will increase the impact of interventions in
ssr and mine action
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Fighting for Peace in Somalia

2018-06-14

this book explores the question of whether peacekeeping commanders can be held accountable for a failure to protect
the civilian population in the mission area this requires an assessment of whether peacekeeping commanders have an
obligation to act against such serious crimes being committed under domestic and international law the work uses the
cases of the dutch and belgian peacekeeping commanders in srebrenica and kigali as examples but it also places the
analysis into the context of contemporary peacekeeping operations it unfolds two main arguments first it provides a
critical note to the contextual interpretation given to international law in relation to peacekeeping it is argued that
establishing a specific paradigm for peacekeeping operations with clear rules of interpretation and benchmark criteria
would benefit peacekeeping and international law by making the contextual interpretation of international law
redundant second it is held that alternative options to the existing forms of criminal responsibility for military
commanders should be considered possibly focusing more clearly on failing to fulfil a norm of protection that is specific
to peacekeeping and distinct from protective obligations under international human rights law and international
humanitarian law

Peacekeeping in Africa

2014-02-24
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this groundbreaking new volume provides the first comprehensive review of the libyan conflict of 2011 the book
expands on and complements the report of the commission of inquiry to the united nations human rights council and
provides the reader with the information essential to understanding the libyan conflict its causes and ramifications and
the difficulties the country faces as it rebuilds in the wake of 40 years of repression and the effects of a brutal civil war

The Challenge of Stability and Security in West Africa

2015-06-19

the 2017 near east and north africa nena edition of the regional overview of food security and nutrition comes under
the theme of building resilience for food security and nutrition in times of conflict and crisis the report establishes a
baseline against which to measure future progress towards achieving sdg 2 on ending hunger food insecurity and
malnutrition in nena by monitoring the latest indicators for the sdg targets on hunger and food insecurity sdg target 2
1 and malnutrition sdg target 2 2 beyond numbers the report focuses on the fundamental factors that have driven
improvements in food security and malnutrition poverty reduction economic growth improvements in maternal and
childhood nutrition and public health increases in the quantity and quality of the food supply and cessation of violence
moreover the report brings into sharp focus the issue of conflict which is the major driver of food insecurity in the
nena region food security in the nena region is fast deteriorating driven by conflict and leading to a widening gap in
well being between conflict and non conflict countries conflicts have long lasting impacts on the food security and
nutrition of both affected and surrounding countries in the region not only is food security deteriorating in the conflict
and spill over countries but the high costs of perpetrating containing preventing and dealing with the consequences of
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violence undermine their ability to mitigate the decline in living standards

The Lincoln Highway

2021-10-05

this final book in the frontier doctor trilogy continues the story of dane and tharyn logan husband and wife medical
team serving a mining community west of denver while caring for the physical ailments of the residents of this
frontier town the logans also minister to their spiritual needs and dane has the joy of leading a ute indian chief and his
family to faith in christ dane s biggest challenge comes however when the stagecoach he s riding crashes down a
ravine dane survives but loses his memory who is he does he have a family somewhere and will his trust in god help
him find his way back home the frontier doctor trilogy countless perils menaced the settlers of the vast wilderness
and one of the most severe was the scarcity of medical care risking his own life by day or by night in all kinds of
weather the frontier doctor was a rare unsung hero of the west strong heart able hands dr dane logan and his wife
tharyn are happily settled in central city and considering the right time to start a family their medical practice in the
little mining town keeps them busy with everything from new babies and appendicitis to gunshot wounds and a
rancher gored by a bull it s almost more than one doctor can keep up with then when the stagecoach he s riding in
crashes down a ravine dane awakens with a head injury and no idea who he is will his trust in god help him find his
way back home story behind the book of all the perils confronting the settlers of the wild west serious illness injuries
from mishaps of countless number and wounds from battles with indians and outlaws were the most dreaded the lack
of proper medical care resulted in thousands of deaths it is our desire that the reader will be deeply impressed with
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the courage of those frontier doctors who helped settle the west we think you ll find this final book in this trilogy
filled with our faith gained from so many years of serving the lord and trusting his written word

Linking Mine Action and SSR through Human Security

2016-05-04

fully revised and updated this second edition of gender matters in global politics is a comprehensive textbook for
advanced undergraduates studying feminism international relations gender and global politics and similar courses it
provides students with an accessible but in depth account of the most significant theories methodologies debates and
issues this textbook is written by an international line up of established and emerging scholars from a range of
theoretical perspectives and brings together cutting edge feminist scholarship in a variety of issue areas key features
and benefits of the book introduces students to the wide variety of feminist and gender theory and explains the
relevance to contemporary global politics explains the insights of feminist theory for a range of other disciplines
including international relations international political economy and security studies addresses a large number of key
contemporary issues such as human rights trafficking rape as a tool of war peacekeeping and state building terrorism
and environmental politics features detailed pedagogical tools and resources seminar exercises text boxes photographs
suggestions for further reading web resources and a glossary of key terms new chapters on environmental politics and
ecology war terrorism and political violence land food and water international legal institutions peacebuilding
institutions and post conflict reconstruction citizenship art aesthetics and emotionality and new social media and global
resistance this text enables students to develop a sophisticated understanding of the work that gender does in policies
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and practices of global politics

The Weekly Reporter ...

1864

jersey troopers ii chronicles the continuing patrol of the new jersey state police and its preeminent outfit of jersey
troopers the first sequel to leo j coakley s original jersey troopers a fifty year history of the new jersey state police
jersey troopers ii recounts the second era of the new jersey state police an era fraught with an evolution of social
change and unparalleled technological advancements jersey troopers ii encompasses a thirty fi ve year period from
1971 to 2006 articulated through the actions and deeds of jersey troopers during this period they faced a multitude of
progressive services and advancement while trying to hold true to the steadfast traditions that earned the new jersey
state police the title of being the best of the best this is an in depth record of many noteworthy cases and events that
impacted jersey troopers during a time fi lled with intrigue and passion that revolved around an ever changing world
harboring a soaring criminal element and fanatical terrorism it was a time marked by tragic losses and hostilities when
diversified services and progressive leadership brought a once rural state constabulary into the 21st century as a model
of modern policing these are the real stories of jersey troopers told by a jersey trooper
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Italy Free; Or, Our Hero Abroad

1859

examining the legendary actor s life art and controversial politics within the context of their times lynn presents a
fresh and definitive portrait of chaplin

Jurist

1865

in unresolved border land and maritime disputes in southeast asia the authors shed light on unresolved and lingering
territorial disputes in southeast asia and their reflection in current inter state relations in the region applying a wider
regional and comparative perspective

The Jurist ..

1865

this book investigates how while children used as soldiers are primarily perceived as victims of offences against
international law they also commit war atrocities in the aftermath of armed conflict the mainstream justice system
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targets warlords internationally armed groups and militias commanders who abduct and enrol children as combatants
leaving child perpetrators not being held accountable for their alleged gross human rights violations attempts to
prosecute child soldiers through the mainstream justice system have resulted in child rights abuses where no
accountability measures have been taken demobilised young soldiers have experienced rejection and eventually some
have returned to soldiering this research provides evidence of the potential of restorative justice peacemaking circles
and locally based jurisprudence specifically the baraza to hold former child soldiers accountable and facilitate their
reintegration into society

A Summary of the Law Relative to Pleading and Evidence in Criminal Cases

1824

a valuable up to date reference tool for understanding the latest developments in national and international terrorism
one of the most pressing security challenges facing the world today terrorism has emerged as one of the main foreign
and national policy challenges of the 21st century encyclopedia of terrorism provides comprehensive coverage of the
events individuals groups incidents and trends in terrorism in the modern era this essential work presents accurate
concise and crucial information on developments since the watershed events of september 11 2001 providing readers
with an invaluable reference tool for understanding major developments that have occurred in domestic and
international terrorism the work is fully cross referenced to provide a comprehensive research tool for high school
students academics security analysts and other readers interested in the study of terrorism
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Protection of Civilians and Individual Accountability

2019-08-13

the congressional record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the united states congress it is published
daily when congress is in session the congressional record began publication in 1873 debates for sessions prior to 1873
are recorded in the debates and proceedings in the congress of the united states 1789 1824 the register of debates in
congress 1824 1837 and the congressional globe 1833 1873

Libya: From Repression to Revolution

2013-12-13

the british expeditionary force at the start of world war i was tiny by the standards of the other belligerent powers
yet when deployed to france in 1914 it prevailed against the german army because of its professionalism and tactical
skill strengths developed through hard lessons learned a dozen years earlier in october 1899 the british went to war
against the south african boer republics of transvaal and orange free state expecting little resistance a string of early
defeats in the boer war shook the military s confidence historian spencer jones focuses on this bitter combat experience
in from boer war to world war showing how it crucially shaped the british army s tactical development in the years
that followed before the british army faced the boer republics an aura of complacency had settled over the military
the victorian era had been marked by years of easy defeats of crudely armed foes the boer war however brought the
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british face to face with what would become modern warfare the sweeping open terrain and advent of smokeless
powder meant soldiers were picked off before they knew where shots had been fired from the infantry s standard
close order formations spelled disaster against the well armed entrenched boers although the british army ultimately
adapted its strategy and overcame the boers in 1902 the duration and cost of the war led to public outcry and
introspection within the military jones draws on previously underutilized sources as he explores the key tactical
lessons derived from the war such as maximizing firepower and using natural cover and he shows how these new
ideas were incorporated in training and used to effect a thorough overhaul of the british army the first book to address
specific connections between the boer war and the opening months of world war i jones s fresh interpretation adds to
the historiography of both wars by emphasizing the continuity between them

2017 Near East and North Africa Regional Overview of Food Security and
Nutrition

2018-04-17

the history of the first programmable electronic computer from its conception construction and use to its afterlife as a
part of computing folklore conceived in 1943 completed in 1945 and decommissioned in 1955 eniac the electronic
numerical integrator and computer was the first general purpose programmable electronic computer but eniac was
more than just a milestone on the road to the modern computer during its decade of operational life eniac calculated
sines and cosines and tested for statistical outliers plotted the trajectories of bombs and shells and ran the first numerical
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weather simulations eniac in action tells the whole story for the first time from eniac s design construction testing and
use to its afterlife as part of computing folklore it highlights the complex relationship of eniac and its designers to the
revolutionary approaches to computer architecture and coding first documented by john von neumann in 1945 within
this broad sweep the authors emphasize the crucial but previously neglected years of 1947 to 1948 when eniac was
reconfigured to run what the authors claim was the first modern computer program to be executed a simulation of
atomic fission for los alamos researchers the authors view eniac from diverse perspectives as a machine of war as the
first computer as a material artifact constantly remade by its users and as a subject of contradictory historical narratives
they integrate the history of the machine and its applications describing the mathematicians scientists and engineers
who proposed and designed eniac as well as the men and particularly the women who built programmed and
operated it

The Heart Remembers

2008-12-24

the term coup d état french for stroke of the state brings to mind coups staged by power hungry generals who
overthrow the existing regime not to democratize but to concentrate power in their own hands as dictators we
assume all coups look the same smell the same and present the same threats to democracy it s a powerful concise and
self reinforcing idea it s also wrong in the democratic coup d État ozan varol advances a simple yet controversial
argument sometimes a democracy is established through a military coup covering events from the athenian navy s
stance in 411 b c against a tyrannical home government to coups in the american colonies that ousted corrupt british
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governors to twentieth century coups that toppled dictators and established democracy in countries as diverse as
guinea bissau portugal and colombia the book takes the reader on a gripping journey connecting the dots between
these neglected events varol weaves a balanced narrative that challenges everything we thought we knew about
military coups in so doing he tackles several baffling questions how can an event as undemocratic as a military coup
lead to democracy why would imposing generals armed with tanks and guns and all voluntarily surrender power to
civilian politicians what distinguishes militaries that help build democracies from those that destroy them varol s
arguments made headlines across the globe in major media outlets and were cited critically in a public speech by
turkish president recep tayyip erdogan written for a general audience this book will entertain challenge and provoke
but more importantly serve as a reminder of the imperative to question the standard narratives about our world and
engage with all ideas no matter how controversial

Gender Matters in Global Politics

2014-07-17

the german contribution in a famous turkish victory at gallipoli has been overshadowed by the mustafa kemal legend
the commanding presence of german general liman von sanders in the operations is well known but relatively little
is known about the background of german military intervention in ottoman affairs klaus wolf fills this gap as a result
of extensive research in the german records and the published literature he examines the military assistance offered
by the german empire in the years preceding 1914 and the german involvement in ensuring that the ottomans
fought on the side of the central powers and that they made best use of the german military and naval missions he
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highlights the fundamental reforms that were required after the battering the turks received in various balkan wars
particularly in the turkish army and the challenges that faced the members of the german missions when the allied
invasion of gallipoli was launched german officers became a vital part of a robust turkish defense be it at sea or on land
at senior command level or commanding units of infantry and artillery in due course german aviators were to be in
effect founding fathers of the turkish air arm whilst junior ranks played an important part as for example machine
gunners this book is not only their missing memorial but a missing link in understanding the tragedy that was
gallipoli

Jersey Troopers II

2009

in his account of world war ii historian jon lewis has selected 300 first hand accounts from heinz guderian rolling his
panzer tank into poland to vj day in london and new york more than a eyewitness chronicle this collection gives the
reader an insight into how the repercussions from the war shaped our modern world and how nothing from geo
politics to rock n roll can really be understood without considering it

Charlie Chaplin and His Times

2002-11-12
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popular science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology and their world the core
belief that popular science and our readers share the future is going to be better and science and technology are the
driving forces that will help make it better

Unresolved Border, Land and Maritime Disputes in Southeast Asia

2016-11-14

revitalizing victimization theory revisions applications and new directions revises some of the major perspectives in
victimization theory applies theoretical perspectives to the victimization of vulnerable populations and carves out new
theoretical territory that is clearly needed but has yet to be developed with the exception of a handful of isolated
works in the mid twentieth century theory and research on victimization did not come into its own until the late
1970s with the articulation of lifestyle and routine activity theories research conducted within this tradition continues
to be an important part of the overall criminological enterprise and a large body of empirical knowledge has been
generated nevertheless theoretical advances in the study of victimization have largely stalled within the field of
criminology indeed little in the way of new theoretical headway has been made in well over a decade this is an ideal
time to revitalize victimization theory and this volume does just that it is an ambitious project that will hopefully
reignite the kinds of theoretical discussions that once held the attention of the field the work included here will shape
the future of victimization theory and research in years to come this volume should be of interest to a wide range of
criminologists and have the potential to be used in graduate seminars and upper level undergraduate courses
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Child Soldiers and Restorative Justice

2018-07-18

become an expert on cultural details commonly seen in japanese animation movies comics and tv shows

American Archives

1837

Encyclopedia of Terrorism [2 volumes]

2012-11-21

Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms

1987
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Congressional Record

1966

From Boer War to World War

2012-11-20

ENIAC in Action

2016-06-24

The Democratic Coup d'État

2017-10-05
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The Market-Place

1898

Victory at Gallipoli, 1915

2020-04-30

Popular Romances for the Times

1860

The History of England from the Earliest Times to the Death of George the
Second. To which is Added A Continuation from the Death of George the
Second to the Celebration of the Jubillee of His Majesty King George the
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Third by D. Rivers ..

1811

The Mammoth Book of How it Happened: World War II

2012-03-01

Popular Science

1947-11

Revitalizing Victimization Theory

2021-04-09
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The Anime Companion 2

2005-06-01

Reports of All the Cases Decided by All the Superior Courts Relating to
Magistrates, Municipal, and Parochial Law

1866
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